Sharia Finance

- AFLC Attorneys to Argue Before Federal Appellate Court that AIG Bailout Was Unconstitutional

- Dr. Rachel Ehrenfeld Explains Sharia Banking (5 minute video)

- Here are some of the sharia authorities employed by many Western financial institutions, including 5 from the Members at a Glance Chart, and 2 are pictured on the Key Faces of US MB page - Sheik Qaradawi and Basam Osman.

- Family Islamic Finance 101: Brown Bagging Sharia at the DC Bar - 2011

- About Shariah Finance | Shariah Finance Watch

- Tennessee Governor Appoints Sharia Finance Expert to Economic Development Dept 2012

- Obama appoints Sharia finance specialist as White House fellow 2010

- U.S. Treasury teaches ‘Islamic Finance 101’ - 2008